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In § 2 I prove a general theorem involving proximate order (R), and in § 3 I apply it to give an important application in the theory of entire functions represented by Dirichlet series.
§ 4 is exclusively devoted to illustrating the best possible nature of this application. 
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where\ a-*co excluding a set of measure zero and B'(p) is the first derivative of B{a).
Proof. We have, for almost all a ^a 0 ,
by (2.1), where e is an arbitrarily small positive number. Hence
Next, suppose that the left-hand inequality in (2.2) is false; then if 8 < 1, we have _ \np~]a+n\og T-log «! and so, for large n, z n ) n log (n/T) + n log T-n log n + n -^ log n Next, consider the following example which shows that the upper bound e in (3.1) cannot be diminished. Srivastava [3] also makes use of it for another purpose. where Now it is obvious that for large n, say n > n 0 , we have log n n < (f)(n) < log (ft tt + p%) < log n n +l/p < log n n +i < ej)(n + l) if 0 < K < 1. 
